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principalest commodity of the realm " *. Beneath the Com-
pany's solicitude for the ' casting away the commodities of
the realm' at ' vile and base prices'2, lay its anxiety at
being undersold by unlicensed competitors. Naturally
enough, therefore, the interlopers turned a deaf ear to the
Company's protestations. They relied upon a more powerful
argument in their plea for free trade—the growing com-
petition of other countries and especially of the Dutch.
There was no way, they contended, to check this competition
and prevent other nations making cloth, but by selling our
own at cheaper rates and dispersing it ' up and down the
country'3. The logic of facts was thus bringing about a
new situation. The doctrine that nothing " conduceth more
to the enlargement of selling any commodity than cheap-
ness " 4, was a challenge to that traditional commercial
policy of which the Merchant Adventurers were the deposi-
taries : and its gradual acceptance marked a fresh stage in
the development of international trade.
Finally, the Company pointed with pride to its record m. The
of public service.   It had advanced the art of navigation, ^£fny'
since it " employed and bred up many worthy masters of services.
ships and mariners, and built many tall, warlike and service-
able ships ", one hundred and fifty tons ' at least' and all
ready at hand ' for the State's service on all occasions'5.
These were complacently contrasted with the small vessels
employed by the individual merchant " to serve his turn for
small quantities of wares, and fit to fly or run away if he
should chance to meet with the enemy, and yet he is many
times snapped up and made a prey to Dunkirkers and other
sea-rovers " 6.   The Company had also lent money to the
Crown, using its credit abroad to raise loans in the Low
1 Wheeler, A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 55.	* Ibid. 52.
*	A Discourse consisting of Motives for the Enlargement and Freedom of
Trade (1645), 38.	* Ibid. 49,
5 State  Papers  Domestic,   1601-1603,  p.   160;    Kayll,   The  Trades
Increase (1615), 25 ; Misselden, Free Trade (1622), 76.
*	Wheeler, A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 59.   The Company's com-
placency was not universally shared, for scornful reference was sometimes
made to " these two-day voyages twice a year where every pedlar may
practise, whereby there is scant either a good mariner made or a good
ship maintained " :   Hist. MSS. Comm. Pepys, 39.
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